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Binding energies and linear optical properties of quasi-one-dimensional excitons in a quantum wire in strong
magnetic fields are predicted. It is shown that magnetoexcitons confined in a quantum-well wire possess a
hydrogenic spectrum with bound states and a continuum of scattering states, in contrast to two-dimensional
magnetoexcitons that are always bound. The appearance and shape of Fano resonances in the optical spectra
are explained and the influence of the Coulomb interaction on the optical spectra is discussed both analytically
and numerically.@S0163-1829~96!00547-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Coulomb interaction between electrons and holes in a
semiconductor subject to a strong quantizing magnetic field
leads to the formation of magnetoexcitons. In bulk semicon-
ductors, their properties are well understood.1–3 There are
both bound as well as unbound excitonic states. The former
appear energetically below each free electron and hole Lan-
dau level pair. Those associated with higher Landau levels
interact with the unbound states associated with the lower
Landau levels and form Fano resonances.4 These resonances
show up in the optical absorption spectrum and have been
studied theoretically and experimentally.5,6

In two dimensions~2D! with a magnetic field perpendicu-
lar to the plane, all magnetoexciton states are bound even
though their spectrum consists of energy bands of finite
width.7–10The finite dispersion is a consequence of the Cou-
lomb interaction. Since only zero momentum transitions are
optically allowed, the absorption spectrum consists solely of
discrete transitions.11 For one-dimensional~1D! systems
such as quantum wires, one might expect an even more pro-
nounced localization of magnetoexcitons and, correspond-
ingly, a strictly discrete optical spectrum. On the other hand,
the spectrum of independent particles in a quantum wire sub-
ject to a magnetic field is known to form a continuum.12 So
far, only the ground-state energy of 1D magnetoexcitons has
been studied12–14but not their optical absorption spectrum.

In this paper, we present a systematic study of the elec-
tronic and optical properties of the ground and excited states
of laterally confined 2D magnetoexcitons and show the spec-
trum of 1D magnetoexcitons to contain both discrete bound
states as well as a continuum of unbound states, in contrast
to the 2D case. Thus, we find that 1D magnetoexcitons re-
semble more closely the 3D situation, whereas zero-
dimensional magnetoexcitons15,16 only show discrete optical
transitions again, analogously to the situation in two dimen-
sions. In spite of their similarity, we also find marked differ-
ences between 1D and 3D magnetoexcitons. In the 1D case,
there are Fano resonances in the optical absorption spectrum
that are associated with optically forbidden quasibound
states. In addition, the Coulomb interaction smooths the ab-

sorption edge of unbound magnetoexcitons, which exhibits
an inverse square-root singularity for independent particles.17

In the absence of magnetic fields, optical properties of 1D
excitons18,19 and the interaction between bound and scatter-
ing states20 has been investigated before. Here, we generalize
these results to high magnetic fields and provide a qualitative
explanation of the characteristic features of the magnetoex-
citon absorption spectrum.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we express
the Schro¨dinger equation for 1D magnetoexcitons in the ba-
sis of 2D magnetoexcitons, assuming a parabolic confine-
ment potential for electrons and holes. In Sec. III, we calcu-
late the optical absorption spectrum of magnetoexcitons in
GaAs wires of several widths. A discussion of the results
follows in Sec. IV. We show that all prominent features in
the optical spectra can be identified and explained in terms of
approximate solutions for 1D excitons that neglect the cou-
pling between different Landau levels. Finally, we conclude
in Sec. V and provide a brief derivation of the magnetoexci-
ton Coulomb matrix elements in the Appendix.

II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
FOR CONFINED MAGNETOEXCITONS

In this section, we study the two-particle Schro¨dinger
equation of two-dimensional electrons and holes with Cou-
lomb attraction in a strong magnetic field and a confining
parabolic wire-type potential. We express this Schro¨dinger
equation in the basis of two-dimensional magnetoexcitons
and provide analytical expressions for the Coulomb matrix
elements therein. A parabolic two-band model is employed
for electrons and holes throughout this paper. We take the
two-dimensional plane of the electron gas to be thex'2xi
plane and assume a magnetic fieldB perpendicular to this
plane. In addition, we allow for one-particle potentials in the
x' direction that represent the confinement to a quasi-one-
dimensional system along the remainingxi direction ~see
Fig. 1!. The Hamiltonian reads, in units of\51,
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Here,Ue-h denotes the Coulombic electron-hole interac-
tion, andVe andVh are the external potentials that confine
the electrons (e) and holes (h), respectively. Their respec-
tive effective masses are denoted byme andmh .

The confinement of a three-dimensional electron gas to
two dimensions increases the minimum energy gap. The zero
of energy in Eq. ~1! is taken to be this effective two-
dimensional energy gap and is denoted byEgap. Addition-
ally, the confinement splits the valence band edge states into
subbands. Within the four-band Luttinger band model,21,22

the uppermost hole subband is characterized by the in-plane
effective mass ofmh51/(g11g2), whereg1 andg2 are the
bulk Luttinger parameters. In our numerical calculations, we
have used this mass rather than the bulk hole mass.

Since the single-particle potentials provide a barrier for
the carriers in thex' direction, it is practical to use the Lan-
dau gaugeA5B(0,x',0). In the regime of strong magnetic
fields, the most suitable basis for Eq.~1! is a product of
electron and hole Landau states with quantum numbersn and
m (n,m50,1, . . . ), respectively,

fn,ki
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The functionsxn are one-dimensional harmonic oscillator
eigenfunctions with corresponding single-particle energies
en
p5vp (n11/2)5(eB/mpc) (n11/2), andl 5(c/eB)1/2

is the magnetic length. In order to simplify the notation,
single-particle quantities are labeled throughout by a com-
mon indexp that stands for electrons and holes.

These equations show the dual role of the electron or hole
variableki that is characteristic for particles in a magnetic
field. The variableki acts as a momentum for the motion in
thexi direction, whereaskil

2 is the spatial center coordinate

for the motion inx' direction. To maintain physically trans-
parent expressions, we therefore keep the magnetic length
explicitly in our equations.

Since the total one-dimensional exciton momentum
K i5ki

e1ki
h is conserved for confining potentialsVp(x'), in

contrast to the exciton momentumK' in x' direction, we
can expand the eigenstates of the HamiltonianĤ into the
basis functions23,24 cnmK'

(re ,rh), representing two-
dimensional magnetoexcitons with given magnetic center-of-
mass momentumK5(K' ,K i). Since we concentrate on the
optical absorption spectrum in this paper, only magnetoexci-
tons withK i50 need to be considered. These eigenstates can
be expressed by

C~re ,rh!5(
n,m

E dK' Fnm~K'! cnmK'
~re ,rh!, ~3!
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with expansion coefficientsFnm(K').
In this basis, the Schro¨dinger equation with eigenvalue

E reads

(
n8
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wheree is the dielectric constant and the functions

sn,n8~q!5^xnuexp~ iqx'!uxn8& ~6!

can easily be evaluated in terms of the generalized Laguerre
polynomials. The functionsVp(q) are the Fourier transforms
of the one-dimensional potentialsVp(x'). The dimensionless
matrix elementsUnm,n8m8 represent thee-h interaction in the
basis of Eq.~4!,

Un8m8,nm~K'l !522E E dre drh cn8m8K'

* ~re ,rh!

3
l

ure2rhu
cnmK'

~re ,rh!. ~7!

We show in the Appendix that these matrix elements can be
cast into the following analytic form:

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the geometry used in this paper. The
confinement inx' direction generates a quantum wire along the
xi direction. The exciton is subjected to a perpendicular magnetic
field B.
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whereN5n82n2m81m and 1F1 is the degenerate hyper-
geometric function.25 For a few special cases, analytic ex-
pressions of the Coulomb matrix elements have already been
obtained previously.7,9,26One can easily verify that the gen-
eral expression Eq.~8! and the definitionk25K'

2 l 2/4 yield

U00,00~K'l !52A2p e2k2 I 0~k2!,

U10,10~K'l !52A2p e2k2 F S 121k2D I 0~k2!

2k2 I 1~k2!G , ~9!

U11,11~K'l !52A2p e2k2 F S 342k212k4D I 0~k2!

22k4 I 1~k2!G ,
in accord with previous results.7 In this equation, the func-
tions I n are the modified Bessel functions.

We write the confining parabolic potentials for electrons
and holes (p5e,h) in the form of

Vp~x'!5mpVp
2x'

2 /2, ~10!

where the frequencyVp is related to the width parameter
Lp51/Amp Vp. Since the Fourier transform of such a po-
tential reads

Vp~k!52Ap/2 mpVp
2d9~k!, ~11!

the integral equation~5! becomes a system of ordinary dif-
ferential equations. It is useful to define a weighted average
V of the frequenciesVp and a parameters that measures the
difference in confinement of electrons and holes,

m V25me Ve
21mh Vh

2,

s5
me Ve

22mh Vh
2

m V2 , ~12!

where m is the reduced electron-hole mass
(m215me

211mh
21). By inserting Eq.~11! into Eq. ~5! we

obtain the set of coupled differential equations,
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where all constant terms have been lumped together and are
given by

I nm5S ve1
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In these equations, the parametermeff5mvc
2/V2 plays the

role of an effective mass, wherevc5eB/mc is the cyclotron
frequency. The states represented by the different Landau
level pairs (n,m) may be termed ‘‘channels’’ with the chan-
nel wave functionsFnm(K'). The kinetic energy term and
the diagonal part of the potentialU describes the motion

within the individual channels. The other terms couple the
channels with one another. The terms originating from the
parabolic confinement couple each channel (n,m) only to its
neighboring channels, whereas the Coulomb termUnm,n8m8
couples all channels with one another.

Equation~13! may be written in a compact matrix form as

S 2A
d2

d~K'l
2!2

2 i B
d

d~K'l
2!

1C~K'!2E 1DF~K'!

50. ~15!
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Equation~15! may be considered as a multichannel scatter-
ing problem. If there is no Coulomb interaction, the solutions
F are known to form a continuum of propagating states.17

The Coulomb interaction has two effects: first, it modifies
this continuum and, secondly, it introduces bound states. In
order to be able to accurately resolve the induced resonances
in the continuum as well as to calculate the bound states, we
employ a scattering approach.

First, we note that the Coulomb matrix elements vanish
for large uK'u. As a consequence, Eq.~15! becomes transla-
tionally invariant inK' in this limit. For given energyE, its
asymptotic solutions are propagating or evanescent wave
functions,

Fl~K'! ——→
uK'u→`

cl
l

A2p
exp~ iK'l

2l!. ~16!

This expression neglects the Coulomb phases since they
have a negligible influence on the optical properties that we
focus on in this work. The vectorcl and the~complex! wave
numberl are determined by the quadratic eigenvalue equa-
tion in l that follows from inserting Eq.~16! into Eq. ~15!
and setting the Coulomb matrix elements equal to zero. This
gives

@l2 A1l B1C~`!2E 1#cl50, ~17!

where C(`)5C(K'→`). Such a quadratic eigenvalue
problem can be transformed into a linear one and solved by
standard techniques.27 Naturally, only a finite number of
Landau level pairs (n,m) are taken into account in the actual
numerical solution of Eq.~17!. This is justified for suffi-
ciently high magnetic fields,l ,Lp .

As a result, one obtains a finite number of eigenvalues
l i and the corresponding asymptotic solutionscl i for given
energyE. The solutions with real eigenvaluesl i represent
the confined wire states of independent electrons and holes.17

Accordingly, real eigenvalues are found only for energies
larger than the zero-point energyI 05(Ave

21Ve
2

1Avh
21Vh

2)/2. We also note that a normalization of the
eigenvectorscl i to unity ensures ad normalization of the
propagating asymptotic wave functions ~16!,
*Fl i*Fl jdK'5d(l i2l j ).

Once we have determined all asymptotic solutions for the
given energyE, we can determine the linear combination

that corresponds to an incoming state plus a reflected state on
one boundary and an outgoing state on the opposite bound-
ary. To be specific, we consider an incoming state from the
left (K'52`) in the remainder of this section.

F~K'!5 (
l i,0,real
Iml i,0

I i Fl i~K'!

1 (
l i.0,real
Iml i.0

r i Fl i~K'! for K'→2`, ~18!

F~K'!5 (
l i,0,real
Iml i,0

t i Fl i~K'! for K'→`. ~19!

The first sum in Eq.~18! runs over all incoming propagating
states (l i,0, real) and over all states that decay to the right
(Iml i,0). The other sums are defined analogously. The unit
vector I with coefficientsI i defines the incoming state. Cor-
respondingly,r andt are the reflected and transmitted ampli-
tudes that have to be determined by Eq.~15!. Note that
F(K') is a vector of dimension equal to the number of Lan-
dau level pairs taken into account.

This scattering problem can be solved efficiently by gen-
eralizing an approach developed by Fernando and Frensley28

and Tinget al.29 To this end, we discretize Eq.~15! with
respect toK' on an equidistant mesh of step sizeD!l 21

and consider a finite interval (2ND,ND) whereN@1. On
this mesh, we denote the wave function byFj ,
j52N, . . . ,N. The first and second derivatives in Eq.~15!
are represented by finite differences involving two and three
grid points, respectively. On the left and right boundaries, we
can write Eqs.~18!, ~19! in the form,

S F2N

F2N11
D 5DS Ir D 5SD11 D12

D21 D22
D S Ir D ,

S FN21

FN
D 5DS t0D , ~20!

were we have introduced the matrixD. Using Eqs.~20! and
~15!, one can eliminater and t and obtain all wave function
coefficientsFj from the system of linear equations

S 1 2D12D22
21 0 ••• ••• ••• 0

F G2N11 F* 0 ••• ••• 0

0 F G2N12 F* 0 ••• 0
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where

F5
21

D2l 4A1
i

2Dl 2B,

Gj5
2

D2l 4A1Cj2E 1, ~22!

M5~D112D12D22
21D21!I .

The matrix on the left-hand side of Eq.~21! is band diagonal.
This equation can possess two types of solutions, namely,
propagating ones and bound states. The former are obtained
by all possible right-hand sides of Eq.~21! with unit vectors
I that correspond to left incoming propagating states~i.e.,
with l real and positive!. The bound states, on the other
hand, are the nontrivial solutions of the homogeneous system
of equations obtained by settingI50. This corresponds to
the boundary condition of decaying wave functions for large
uK'u. The energies where the band matrix is singular deter-
mine the bound magnetoexcitons.

As will be explained in Sec. IV, there are bound state
solutionsF only for energiesE,I 0. In this regime, all ei-
genvaluesl are complex. In the opposite energy regime
E.I 0, the number of solutionsF equals the number of real
and positive eigenvaluesl. Indeed, one obtains the more real
eigenvaluesl the higher the energyE.

III. OPTICAL ABSORPTION

In this section, we calculate the magnetoexcitonic absorp-
tion spectrum and present concrete results for GaAs quantum
wires. The dipole matrix element for the optical absorption
of excitons in the envelope function approximation is given
by30

d5dcvE dr C~r ,r !, ~23!

wheredcv is the interband dipole matrix element between the
Bloch valence and conduction band edge states and
C(re ,rh) is the exciton envelope function of Eq.~3!. Using
Eqs. ~2!–~4!, one can easily see that only the components
Fnm(K') with n5m atK'50 of the coupled channel solu-
tions contribute to the dipole moment. Given the dipole ma-
trix elements, the absorption coefficient at energyE ~mea-
sured with respect to the effective two-dimensional energy
gapEgap) is given by

a~E!}(
n

U(
n

Fnn,n~0!U2d~E2En!. ~24!

The indexn runs over all solutions of the coupled channel
equations~13! with energyEn , including both the discrete
bound states as well as the continuum of scattering states.

The absorption coefficient related to the bound states can
be calculated directly from the normalized bound state solu-
tions obtained from the homogeneous version of Eq.~21!.
The contribution due to the scattering states can be obtained
as follows. For given energyE.I 0, there are as many scat-
tering states as there are real eigenvaluesl i that determine
the incoming vectorI in Eq. ~18!. Therefore, we can label

the propagating scattering statesF(K') by the real eigenval-
ues l i . Each of these eigenvalues defines a continuous
branchl i(E) or, conversely,Ei(l). The sum over all propa-
gating solutions in Eq.~24! corresponds to an integral over
the eigenvaluesl and a sum over the different branches
~labeled by the indexi ). In order to evaluate this integral, we
use the relationd@E2Ei(l)#5d@l i(E)2l#/udEi(l)/dlu.
The density of states factor in this expression can be explic-
itly evaluated in terms of the solutions of Eq.~17!. Since this
equation is linear in energy and contains only Hermitian ma-
trices, one can invoke the Feynman-Hellman theorem to ob-
tain

dEi
dl

5cl iT@2l iA1B#cl i. ~25!

Finally, the contribution of the unbound states to the absorp-
tion coefficient can be written as

a~E!} (
l i.0,real

2

udEi~l!/dlu U(n Fnn,l i
~0!U2. ~26!

The factor of 2 takes into account that the left and right
propagating solutions contribute equally to the absorption.

We have calculated this expression for GaAs wires, using
the bulk31 Luttinger parametersg156.85/m0, g252.10/m0,
the effective electron massme50.067m0, and dielectric con-
stante512.5. For a magnetic field ofB510.7 T, we have
considered three different wire widths ofL5Lp5130 Å, 110
Å, and 100 Å to characterize the confining potentials. The
energy unit is effective Rydberg,R5me4/2e2, which
amounts toR53.6 meV in GaAs. The numerical solution of
Eq. ~21! was obtained in a basis of ten Landau level pairs
and a step size ofD51/15l , and with 2000 grid points for
the K' discretization. Typical results are shown in Fig. 2.
The most noticeable feature in these spectra is the occurrence
of bound states as well as continuum states with Fano reso-
nances and the suppression of the 1D singularity at the ab-
sorption edge that one finds for noninteracting particles.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Single-channel equations

In order to understand and analyze these structures of the
optical spectra, we first approximate Eq.~13! by neglecting
all coupling terms between different channels. The resulting
single-channel equations greatly facilitate the classification
of the general multi-channel solutions. The former read

2
1

2meff

d2Fnm~K'!

d~K'l
2!2

1
e2

2 l e
Unm,nm~K'l !Fnm~K'!

5~E2I nm!Fnm~K'!. ~27!

As one can see, this is an effective one-dimensional Schro¨-
dinger equation in the variableK' that is governed by a
kinetic energy term and an effective potential. This potential
e2U/(2l e) is nothing but thebinding energy of the uncon-
fined 2D magnetoexcitonfor givenK' since the kinetic en-
ergy term in Eq.~27! tends to zero in the limit of no con-
finement. These potentials, or equivalently, the 2D
magnetoexciton dispersion relations,7 are shown in Fig. 3 as
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a function ofK' for several channels. We used the same
parameters as in Fig. 2. The binding energy of the ground
state equalsAp/2 e2/el . The upper limit of the dispersion
for channel (n,m) is reached forK'→` and equalsI nm ,
i.e., the sum of the cyclotron energies of the electrons and
holes. Therefore, this upper band edge scales linearly with
the magnetic field, whereas the bandwidth is determined by
the Coulomb term in Eq.~27! and scales withAB.

The single-channel equation~27! already reproduces es-
sential confinement effects that are found in the coupled
channel equations. SinceUnm,nm(K'l )→22/K'l for large
K' , this effective Schro¨dinger equation yields an infinite
number of bound states below the energyI nm and a con-
tinuum of scattering states above it. Thus,I nm plays the role
of an ionization energy. The ten lowest bound state energies
in each channel are depicted as dots in Fig. 3.

The appearance of a continuum of unbound excitonic
states above the bound states is a qualitatively new feature in
the 1D case that is also present in the multichannel solutions

and should be contrasted with the magnetoexcitonic spec-
trum in 2D that consists solely of bound states within energy
bands of finite width. The formation of a continuum of un-
bound excitons can be understood qualitatively in two ways.
First, let us invoke a simple classical argument. Assume that
the electron and hole are optically generated at some position
x'
e'x'

h . They experience a force due to the wire potential
that pushes them towards the minimum,x'

p→0, and leads to
a corresponding velocityv' . As a consequence, the particles
feel a Lorentz force6e(v'3B) that accelerates them in
oppositedirections along the wire. Thus, the particles feel a
force that tends to separate the electron and hole.

Second, we would like to elucidate the character of the
continuum states by showing that the higher the energy of an
unbound electron-hole pair, the farther away it lies from the
wire minimum. Let us consider an unbound state above the
ionization thresholdI nm . The higher the energy, the more
the eigenstate will resemble a plane-wave exp@iQ(K'l

2)#
with Q representing a continuous parameter, as one can see
from Eq.~27!. Equation~4! shows that the conjugate variable
of (K'l

2) is the momentum ki which implies
ki
e52Q, ki

h5Q. Now, kil
2 determines the mean electron

and hole position inx' direction,^x'
e &5^x'

h &5Ql 2 as fol-
lows from Eq.~2!. Consequently, the higher the momentum
Q, the more the electron and hole will be pushed up the same
side of the confining potential which leads to a continuous
increase in the energy of this electron-hole pair. In a 2D
situation with no confinement, on the other hand, a shift of
the center of mass of the exciton in the plane does not cost
any energy.

We note that for finite magnetic fields but zero Coulomb
interaction, the single-particle states in a wire potential also
form a continuum but no bound states are formed in this
case.17 In the unconfined 2D limit, on the other hand, the
eigenstates are dispersionless but nevertheless unbound.

FIG. 2. Predicted optical absorption spectrum of magnetoexci-
tons in GaAs quantum-well wires of various widths atB510.7 T.
The shown spectrum has been convoluted with a Gaussian of width
0.1 R in order to illustrate the relative absorption strengths. The
bound states and Fano resonances in the continuum are labeled by
(n,m,n), corresponding to Landau level pairs (n,m) and bound
state quantum numbersn. Energies are given in effective Rydberg
~Ry!, and the absorption is in arbitrary units. The confining para-
bolic potential has a width parameterL of ~a! 130 Å, ~b! 110 Å, and
~c! 100 Å.

FIG. 3. Energies of two-dimensional magnetoexcitons corre-
sponding to electron and hole Landau level pairs (n,m)5(0,0),
(0,1), and (1,1) versus the magnetic momentumK' . The ioniza-
tion energies~dashed lines! are separated by multiples of the re-
spective cyclotron energies,ve andvh . E0 is the 2D magnetoex-
citon binding energy in the ground state. The energy is given in
units of effective Rydberg and the momentum is in units of the
reciprocal magnetic length. The dots represent the ten lowest solu-
tions of the confined magnetoexciton solutions in the wire within
the single-channel approximation. The parameters are the same as
in Fig. 2~a!.
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B. Lowest bound states for weak confinement

For weak confining potentials and high fields,V!vc , we
have been able to find analytic solutions of the single-
channel equation~27! that further elucidate the physics of 1D
magnetoexcitons. Let us consider the lower bound states in
channel (n,n) which are characterized by the same Landau
level numbers for the electron and the hole. These states feel
a potentialU exhibiting a minimum atK'50 as can be seen
from Fig. 3. For weak confinement, we can therefore use a
harmonic approximation for this potential. In this case, Eq.
~27! becomes a harmonic oscillator equation that can be
solved analytically. Its eigenvalues are given by

Enn,n5I nn2
e2

2l e
A2

G~n11/2!

G~n11! 3F2S 2n,
1

2
,
1

2
;1,
1

2
2n;1D

1VS 2Rvc
D 1/4F2A2

8

G~n21/2!

G~n11!

33F2S 2n,
3

2
,
3

2
;1,

3

2
2n;1D G1/2 S n1

1

2D , ~28!

wheren 50,1, . . . is thequantum number of the harmonic
oscillator that represents the motion of the electron-hole cen-
ter of mass in thex' direction. The expansion coefficients in
the potentialU(K'l ) with respect toK' have been ex-
pressed in terms of the generalized hypergeometric functions
3F2 that are simple polynomials.
The three terms in Eq.~28! have different orders of mag-

nitude. The first term~the ionization energyI nn) is the larg-
est one and reflects the Landau quantization of the electron
and hole. It depends linearly onB. The second term is the
Coulombe-h interaction energy and gives the binding en-
ergy of the 2D magnetoexciton. This term is proportional to
AB. The smallest term is the third one that originates in the
quantization of the center-of-mass motion of the 2D magne-
toexciton due to the lateral confinement.7,16 It determines the
fine structure of the spectrum and gives the energy separation
between the bound states within a channel. It is proportional
to B21/4. This term shows that the lateral confinement tends
to reducethe magnetoexciton ground-state binding energy.
This is somewhat surprising since one might expect the con-
finement to enhance the Coulomb attraction between electron
and hole. There is no enhancement, however, since the exci-
tonic wave function gets not only contracted along thex'

direction~which would increase the binding energy! but pre-
dominantlyelongatedalong thexi direction. This elongation
of the e-h wave function leads to a netreduction of the
Coulomb attraction between electron and hole.

This reduction can be further elucidated by looking at the
expectation value of the distance between electron and hole
in the ground state. In the harmonic approximation, the
ground-state wave function of Eq.~27! is given by
F00,0(K')}exp@2(K'l /j)

2#, where

^~xi
e2xi

h!2&5~11j2/2! l 2,

j25
2

~2p!1/4
V

R S vc

2RD 3/4. ~29!

This equation shows quantitatively that a stronger confine-
ment potential indeed elongates the excitonic wave function
along the wire axis. We note that^(x'

e2x'
h )2&5l 2 is inde-

pendent of the confinement in the single-channel approxima-
tion.

C. Optical absorption spectra

We now discuss the magnetoexciton absorption spectrum.
We focus on the single-channel solutions first and consider
the effects of channel coupling afterwards. It has already
been pointed out that only channels withn5m contribute to
the optical absorption. In the single-channel approximation,
this implies that the optical spectra can be strictly decom-
posed into contributions arising from individual channels.

In Fig. 4, we show the absorption spectrum in the single-
channel approximation, employing the same parameters as in
Fig. 2~a!. In the energy range shown, only bound and con-
tinuum states of the channels (0,0) and (1,1) appear and
have been superimposed in the figure. We have labeled the
bound states in each channel by a consecutive indexn, thus
characterizing them altogether by quantum numbers
(n,n,n). Since the potentialU in the single-channel equation
is an even function ofK' , the bound states possess alternat-
ing parity. Only even states contribute to the absorption
spectrum, however, as one can deduce from Eq.~24!. For
this reason, all bound states that are contained in Fig. 4 have
even indicesn.

In addition to the bound states, there are unbound single-
channel states above the ionization energyI nn . The suppres-
sion of the inverse square-root singularity at the ionization
threshold is apparent from Fig. 4 and represents another
qualitative effect of the Coulomb interaction. One can define
a so-called Sommerfeld factor30 S(E) that is given by the
ratio of the absorption coefficient with and without Coulomb
interaction. By solving Eq. ~27! in the semiclassical
approximation,32 we were able to derive the following
simple analytical expression for the Sommerfeld factor of
channel (n,n):

S~E!5A E2I nn
E2I nn1~e2/2l e! uUnn,nn~0!u

. ~30!

This givesS(E),1 which is characteristic of 1D systems,18

and in contrast to the 2D and 3D case whereS(E) is gener-

FIG. 4. Optical absorption spectrum of 1D magnetoexcitons.
Same as Fig. 2~a!, but within the single-channel approximation.
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ally larger than one.33,34We would like to point out that the
suppression of the absorption edge singularity as predicted
by the present theory is an intrinsic effect and not caused by
lifetime broadening effects that will tend to further smear out
the absorption edge.

There is a qualitative difference between the present 1D
situation and the case of 2D magnetoexcitons. In the latter
case, the momentumK' is a good quantum number in addi-
tion toK i . Consequently, only the 2D magnetoexciton states
(n,n) atK'5K i50 ~see Fig. 3! are optically active, leading
to a purely discrete absorption spectrum.11

Now we discuss the influence of the channel coupling
terms in Eq.~13! on the absorption. As is evident from Fig.
2, this coupling induces Fano resonances4,32 that are caused
by the interaction between the bound states of the higher
lying channels with energetically degenerate continuum
states associated with lower channels.

The prominent structures in the spectra of 1D magnetoex-
citons in Fig. 2 can easily be identified in terms of their
single-channel quantum numbers (n,m,n). Only the even
bound and quasibound states of the channels (n,n) are opti-
cally active and appear in the absorption spectrum. There-
fore, they are labeled by even quantum numbersn. The pro-
nounced Fano resonances in this figure, on the other hand,
result from the interaction of the continuum of the (0,0)
channel with the quasibound states of the optically inactive
channel (0,1). One can deduce from Eqs.~13! and ~8! that
the coupling operator is an odd function inK' , and therefore
only odd bound states of channel (0,1) couple to the opti-
cally active even scattering states of channel (0,0). There-
fore, these resonances can be labeled by the odd quantum
numbers associated with these quasibound states.

With increasing confinement the Fano resonances become
broader, as one can see in Fig. 2~b!. For an even stronger
confinement, the absorption gets strongly suppressed at the
Fano resonances. This leads to the dip-shaped ‘‘window
resonances,’’32 that are depicted in Fig. 2~c!.

For 2D magnetoexcitons, there are no unbound states and
consequently no Fano resonances. The coupling between
channels only shifts the discrete absorption lines in energy.11

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a detailed study of the electronic properties
and optical absorption of magnetoexcitons in a quantum-well
wire has been presented. Starting from 2D magnetoexcitons,
the effects of confinement of electrons and holes by a one-
dimensional parabolic potential have been studied.

In contrast to the two-dimensional situation where all
magnetoexciton states are bound,7 we have shown that 1D
magnetoexcitons possess a hydrogenic spectrum with an in-
finite number of bound states and a continuum of scattering
states at higher energies. In several limiting cases, analytical
results for these states have been derived.

The appearance of unbound states has been shown to lead
to another peculiar effect that is characteristic of 1D systems:
the Coulomb interaction causes the optical magnetoexcitonic
absorption spectrum of the unbound states to be a smooth
function of energy, that is characterized by a Sommerfeld
factor smaller than unity. An analytic expression for the
Sommerfeld factor of 1D magnetoexcitons has been derived.

We have presented a method for calculating the wave
functions of bound and unbound magnetoexcitons by using
an efficient scattering approach, which allows a fine resolu-
tion of the resonance structures in the absorption spectrum.
We have also shown that the 1D magnetoexciton spectrum
can be classified by the Landau quantum numbers (n,m) of
2D magnetoexcitons and by quantum numbers that label the
single-channel bound states. The coupling between bound
and continuum states associated with different channels leads
to the formation of pronounced Fano resonances associated
with optically forbidden quasibound state transitions.
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APPENDIX: COULOMB MATRIX ELEMENTS

In Eq. ~3!, we have represented the excitonic wave func-
tion in the basis of 2D magnetoexcitons in the Landau gauge.
This basis is characterized bye-h–Landau level pairs
(n,m) and magnetic momentumK5(K' ,K i50). We wish
to calculate the two-dimensional Coulomb interaction in this
basis. Its matrix elements are defined in Eq.~7!. Here, we
discuss some intermediate steps that lead to Eq.~8!. By in-
serting the basis functions, Eqs.~4! and~2!, into Eq.~7!, one
obtains

Un8m8,nm~K'l !5
~21!n82n

p
An! m8!

n8! m! E0
`

dq

3E
0

2p

dw ei w NS q

A2D
N

e2~1/2!q2

3exp$ i q Kl cos@p/21w#%

3Ln
n82nS q22 D Lm8

m2m8S q22 D
52 ~21!n82n i N An! m8!

n8! m! E0
`

dq

3JN~Kl q!S q

A2D
N

e2~1/2!q2

3Ln
n82nS q22 D Lm8

m2m8S q22 D , ~A1!

whereN5n82n2m81m. The angular integration in Eq.
~A1! yields the Bessel functionsJN of orderN, and the sub-
sequent integration overq leads to the degenerate hypergeo-
metric functions of Eq.~8!. For large values ofK' , the
matrix elements are of the orderO(uK'u2(uNu11)), whereas
Un8m8,nm5O(uK'u uNu) for uK'ul !1. A generalization to
nonvanishingK i is straightforward.
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